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Our fourth appearance at the “Enchanted Forest”, sponsored 
by the Junior League of Northern Virginia, was a big success.  
This year, the venue changed from Reston, VA to the Westin 
Hotel in Tyson’s Corner.  We had a narrow room, 17’wide, 
and 48’ long.  A 9’ wide (inclusive of the Outside Yard) by 32’ 
long layout was used.  This left ample viewer traffic space of 
6 ½’ in front of the layout and 8’ on each side. 
 
We had to improvise on our Friday setup at the Westin.  
Upon arrival with the Krash1 trailer, we were told our show 
room was not available until 9pm because the hotel 
management had assigned our room to another group 
meeting.  Not wanting to be working ‘till midnight, we were  
sort of “stuck”.  Finally, we worked out a solution where we could use an adjacent room to store 
our modules and equipment from the trailer and resume setup the following morning.  Bear and 
Regis delivered the new Power Cabinet which we placed in our “storage room”. 
 

 

On Saturday morning, we transferred our modules, 
equipment, and Power Cabinet into our assigned 
room.  Our Trackers completed the setup very 
efficiently and we were running trains an hour ahead 
of show time. 
 
This was the “maiden voyage” for our new Power 
Cabinet designed and built by Steve, Regis, Bill, and 
Bear.  As Trackmaster, I used my “executive privilege” 
to be first to connect the cabinet to a show layout!  
Drum roll, please!  This is a great integrated power 
solution and it significantly reduces setup time. 
 

We had a very attractive layout with winter seasonal scenery complete with snow.  Bob B. had a 
“bump-n-go” crew car going into and out of his train house.  George had an attractive 
townhouse winter scene as did John M.  Joe L. had his interesting Ice House display.  Rich C. 
brought his impressive two module Mt Rushmore and Statue 
of Liberty display.  Roger N. had a nice winter display.  In all, 
we had a pleasing layout for the Enchanted Forest and the 
crowds were fairly heavy for both days.  The viewers were 
happy to see our show and offered their thanks.  Santa Claus 
visited us a couple of times. 
 
The Junior League was very appreciative for our show efforts 
and expressed how important we are to The Enchanted 
Forest.  We agreed to schedule this show for 2012, the 
weekend prior to Thanksgiving.  A donation check was given 
to us. 

 

 

 
Setup and takedown support was provided by Shannon and Cadence H., Frank and Giovanni C., and 
Dave B.  We worked hard in packing up the trailer to accommodate the power cabinet as we had to 
relocate many items. There is precious little space left.  My thanks to all Trackers that participated. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Joe 


